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QUESTION 1

Which benefit is offered by a traditional on-prem solution? 

A. Access to shared resources that reduces the risk of down-time to an absolute minimum. 

B. The ability to implement strong security measures. 

C. Flexible capacity that offers rapid scalability to meet processing and storage demands. 

D. Capacity adaption that eliminates the need for over-provisioning 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Why is a Unified API a critical component of composability? 

A. It is exposes the Artificial Intelligence (AI) features that are embedded in HPE InfoSight. 

B. It provides a container run-time environment for DevOps, which speeds up application development. 

C. It enables customers to use the tools they prefer to further orchestrate their environment. 

D. It helps customers establish silos for different workloads, making it easier to manage the infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/getpdf.aspx/4AA5-8813ENW.pdf? (8) 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a use case for Microsoft Azure Private Cloud? 

A. A company wants to apply pay-as-you-go funding to all their IT services. 

B. A company has implemented DevOps and wants to deploy apps to both a private and public cloud. 

C. A company wants to use Anthos to orchestrate migrating workloads across their private and public cloud. 

D. A company wants to find a service provider that can offer private cloud as-a-service. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.rackspace.com/blog/the-top-four-use-cases-for-azure-stack 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a key distinguishing feature of HPE composable infrastructure solutions? 
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A. HPE provides separate, dedicated infrastructure solutions for storage, compute, and networking so that each solution
is optimized for its function. 

B. HPE provides all the automation tools that customers might require so that customers can eliminate existing tools
and reduce costs. 

C. HPE gives customers a choice of how they deploy workloads on the infrastructure, whether on bare metal,
virtualized, or in containers. 

D. HPE composable infrastructure solutions do not include an API so that customers can choose their own preferred
API for programming the solution. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.hpe.com/us/en/what-is/composable-infrastructure.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which customer is a good fit for HPE GreenLake? 

A. "To stay within our budget, I want to expand our storage using HDD or even tape. Speed is not an issue, so I don\\'t
want flash." 

B. "We need to ensure that our network can keep up with growth, without breaking our budget." 

C. "With the security risks it poses and given the sensitive nature of our data, I don\\'t even want to consider an IoT
network." 

D. "Our CIO recently moved most of our workloads to the cloud and added a second cloud provider." 

Correct Answer: D 
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